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Pricing in today’s world



The industry today

BAR by day, BAR by Length of Stay, Blended BAR, Web BAR, Competitive 

BAR, Pricing structure, continuous pricing, price optimization, 
sentiment pricing, derivate pricing, channel pricing, 

contextual pricing, decoy pricing, pricing by room type, 

rate product pricing, segment pricing, rate code pricing, 

pricing psychology, neutral pricing, anchor pricing, bundling, 

versioning, pricing followers, lead in pricing, derivative pricing, 

add on pricing



Baseline



Funny thing about value

$0.50 Multi pack

$1.49 Supermarket

$1.99 Convenience Store

$2.50 Vending Machine

$3.75 Cafe

$4.50 Restaurant

$4.95 Mini Bar



Price is only an issue in the absence of value…
...but value is relative!



Price is only an issue in the absence of value…
...but value is relative!



HOW MUCH DO I CHARGE

WHAT AM I CHARGING FOR



Product differentiation



Distinctive



Influencers on pricing



Value perceptions



The bubble means money…

Source: Cornell University – The Impact of Social Media on Lodging Performance 

… if a hotel increases its review scores by 1 point on a 5-point scale (e.g., from 3.3 to 4.3), the hotel can increase its price 
by 11.2 percent and still maintain the same occupancy or market share

… the Review Score odds ratio means that increasing one point increases the odds of being selected by 14.2 
percent



Influencers on pricing

MARKET DYNAMCIS AND PRICING



Market vs. Competition vs. Hotel demand



Variance in Lead 
time

Pace data

Chinese New Year Hari Raya Puasa



Influencers on pricing

STRUCTURES



Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 3a

Level 5

Level abc

Fluid levelsOne level

Pricing structure



• Room classes

• Bed configuration

• Value attribution

• Physical design

• Business rules
• How much to add / subtract?

• Monetization rules
• For what can I charge?

Room type structure



Rate product structure

•Room plus a 3rd Party Add on / Value add

•E.g.: Room plus transport tickets plus attraction tickets

Package Rate

•Pay on Arrive / Departure

•E.g.: Flexible Cancellation rate

Flexible Rate

•Room with fences

•E.g.: Rates with all add-ons prepaid

Advance Purchase

•Room promotional

•E.g.: Room plus selected add on / ALL In minus Wifi

Promotional Rate



CHOICE

• Room plus a 3rd Party Add on / Value add

• E.g.: Room plus transport tickets plus attraction tickets

Package Rate

• Pay on Arrive / Departure

• E.g.: Flexible Cancellation rate

Flexible Rate

• Room with fences

• E.g.: Rates with all add-ons prepaid

Advance Purchase

• Room promotional

• E.g.: Room plus selected add on / ALL In minus Wifi

Promotional Rate

Bringing it together – why we do it



Paradox of choice



Pricing strategies



Little bit of math…

8 x 7 x 6 x 5
x 4 x 3 x 2 x 1



1000? 2000?



1 x 2 x 3 x 4
x 5 x 6 x 7 x 8 



550



Anchoring

Anchoring is a cognitive bias that 
describes the common human tendency 
to rely too heavily on the first piece of 

information offered (the "anchor") 
when making decisions.



Decoy & Anchor pricing

In 2013, Apple responded by launching 2 new models of the iPhone. 
The iPhone 5c, which started at £469 and the iPhone 5s which 
started at £549 in the UK

The iPhone 5c was immediately criticised by the press. "The C in 5C 
does not mean “cheap” as I had hoped. It means clueless, as in 
clueless about how the vast majority of new smartphone users are 
paying for their phones."

However, Apple was actually very successful in designing its price 
architecture. Whilst some people still bought the 5c model, the 
majority of people jumped at the most expensive 5s model.

The iPhone 5c was priced above equivalent phones by other 
manufacturers, but actually was designed to make the iPhone 5s 
appear the rational choice and seem better value for money



Descending Order Effect
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People chose more expensive beer – on average $0.24 more 



Differential pricing

Differential pricing is the strategy of selling the same 
product to different customers at different prices.



Versioning

A business practice in which a company produces different models of 
the same product, and then charges different prices for each model.



Bundling

In a bundle pricing, companies sell a package or set of goods or services 
for a lower price than they would charge if the customer bought all of 
them separately. Common examples include option packages on new 

cars, value meals at restaurants and cable TV channel plans.



Dynamic vs. Static vs. Pre-buy



Closed User Groups



Closed User Group



Closed User Group



Closed user group pricing in reality



Discount trap

• A 50% decrease means a 100% increase

• Flash sales
• Deal-of-the-day (also called daily deal or flash sales or one deal a day) is an 

ecommerce business model in which a website offers a single product for sale 
for a period of 24 to 36 hours.

• Opaque / Secret Hotel
• An opaque inventory is the market of selling unsold travel inventory at a 

discounted price. The inventory is called "opaque" because the specific 
suppliers (i.e. hotel, airline, etc.) remain hidden until after the purchase has 
been completed.
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